Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC : Critical Notices
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TSP: 006951446
TSP Name: Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC
Critical Notice Description: Critical notice
Notice Effective Date: 7/24/2012
Notice Effective Time: 9:00:00 AM
Notice End Date: 8/31/2012
Notice End Time: 9:00:00 AM
Notice Identifier: 33594
Notice Status Description: Supercede
Notice Type Description: Capacity Constraint
Posting Date: 7/23/2012
Posting Time: 8:25:30 AM
Prior Notice Identifier: 33527
Required Response Indicator Description: No response required
Response Date: 
Response Time: 
Subject: AGT Imbalance Warning and FERC 698

Notice Text:
Effective 9:00 AM July 24, 2012, Algonquin Gas Transmission (AGT) requires all shippers and point operators to carefully review demands for gas and schedule gas consistent with daily needs and to tender and receive gas consistent with confirmed nominations. AGT requires all delivery point operators to keep actual daily takes out of the system equal to or less than scheduled quantities regardless of their cumulative imbalance position until further notice. AGT requires all receipt point operators to keep actual daily receipts into the system greater than or equal to scheduled quantities regardless of their cumulative imbalance position until further notice. If necessary, AGT will utilize any provision within its FERC Gas Tariff to protect its system integrity including the issuance of OFOs.

Additionally, AGT requires all Power Plant Operators to provide information mandated by FERC Order No. 698. Information required includes the hourly consumption profile of directly connected power generation facilities.

This notice will remain in effect until further notice.

Please contact your Operations Account Manager should you have any questions.
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